Abstract
Introduction
The ever-increasing traffic on the Internet is mainly generated by web browsing applications. Proxy caching, which allows some of the most popular web objects to be cached at intermediate network nodes, has been shown to provide substantial performance gains. Since images account for the largest share of web traffic both in terms of number and size, we argue that image-specific caching techniques will yield better performance than methods that treat all objects in the same manner [3] .
Our analysis is based on the static model shown in figure 1, which reflects the situation for a distributed image database. In section 5 we show how this can be adapted to the highly dynamic web environment.
We consider a static set of N images of size RI, ..., RN bits, which are stored using a state of the art embedded code [6, 7] or the standard progressive JPEG format [9] . This means that the first r, bits of image i will yield some intermediate resolution when decoded and displayed. To recover the full resolution, just the remaining RI -r, bits have to be sent to the client decoder. The images could be stored on different servers; therefore to each we assign a The main difference between soft and hard caching is that the former can store images in the cache at any rate between 0 (not in cache) and RI (full resolution in cache). Of course actual implementations will be restricted to a finite set of rates. We distinguish two basic ways of accessing an image:
Hard access: The client always requests full rate R,. If the cache holds the first rcl bits of the image, the total delay for getting image i will be (1)
Soft access: The client requests rate ri, 0 < ri I Ri. The delay is
In practical soft access, the user just stops downloading data when an acceptable quality level has been reached, thus individually trading off perceptual distortion for download time (i.e. rate). This soft access behavior is what makes soft caching really pay off. The goal of optimal soft cache allocation shall be to minimize the expected image download delay given the image access probabilities PI, and given a cache size constraint Rc. This problem is similar to optimized multiresolution image retrieval, where the average query duration is minimized by optimal rate allocations to different resolution levels [4] .
The remainder of the paper develops optimal allocation procedures in the case of static access probabilities. This is wrapped up by simulation results and a proposal for a practical soft cache architecture.
Hard Access
When images are always requested at full rate, the following minimization problem results:
where Pi is the access probability of image i, rci is its rate kept in the cache, Rc the maximal cache size. With delay S, given by (l), we get the following simplified problem:
subject to the same constraints as in (3) . The optimization problem (3) or (4) can be solved with classical linear programming methods such as the simplex algorithm [2] . Alternatively, a Lagrangian optimization is carried out along the same lines as in the soft access case explained in the next section. The expression for delay in (1) assumes that no additional memory is available at the cache, and that the image data has to be transferred sequentially (in order). Otherwise one could start fetching the missing Ri -rCi bits from the server as soon as the request is issued, thus obviously improving the cache performance. This doesn't change the basic structure of problem (3) except for the upper bounds on the rCp
Soft Access
Now, we assume that each image i can be requested at a specified rate r,, which is taken fiom a finite set of rates {r,J : j = Z...k,] with conditional selection probabilities P(rlJ\i). We request 0 < rlJ < rIJtl 2 R, and P(0li) = 0, Vi. Denote by d,(rc,) the contribution of image i to average delay:
where for convenience we introduced BA: = B;: -B,', which could be interpreted as the reciprocal of the "accelerating bandwidth" for image i. The following lemma will be useful in showing the optimality of the allocation algorithm. An example of such a procedure can be found in [ 5 ] . The bisection algorithm can only find solutions on the convex hull of the global distortion-rate curve. But the fact that the d, (rc,) are convex guarantees that the optimal point lies indeed on the convex hull [SI.
Lemma: dl(rci) is convex-u for any distribution P(ri,ili).

Prooj
Simulation results
The above results apply to a static image database with stationary access probabilities. To simulate such a situation, we extracted the relevant parameters from trace files of WWW proxy caches. This yielded models for the distribution of image sizes, server bandwidths and access probabilities. Of course no information about soft access behavior could be gathered in that manner; therefore we took the same approach as in [4] and modeled the conditional access probabilities P(r-r,j[ i) with the following parameterized function:
One important finding was that the cache performance depends almost only on the cache size relative to the sum of all image sizes, i.e. Rc / sum(R,). Hence the simulations had only to be run for a range of relative cache sizes.
Further details are available in [l] . Figure 2 shows the expected delay performance of soft caching, while the ratio between delays for soft and hard caching is plotted in figure 3 . Soft caching consistently outperforms hard caching, but the gain drops as the relative cache size exceeds about 0.2. The intuition behind this is that at this point both types of cache hold the set of most popular images which satisfies almost all requests. The soft cache holds more images, but the additional images are rarely requested. Hence the gain drops. In fact, for a relative cache size of 1 both caches obviously have the same performance.
To get meaningful results for a soft web proxy cache, we have modified a publicly available cache so that images are recoded in progressive JPEG format on the fly. Then we record at which rate the users stop downloading. With this data we will be able to run a trace driven simulator that closely mimics an actual web proxy.
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Implementation issues
In a real system, by default every image is cached until the cache m s out of memory. At that point, a garbage collector tries to free up some memory by removing the least costly images (in terms of increase in expected delay). This suggests a system similar to the one in figure 4 , where all subsystems work concurrently.
Client ( On a cache miss (r, > rc,), the request processor tries to store the missing image part if there is enough memory available. It then passes (i r,,) on to the probability estimator. Meanwhile, the allocator computes the optimal rc based on a snapshot of the probability estimates. In stationary operation, the latter will change only slowly with time. This in turn implies that the optimal Lagrange multiplier A is slowly varying too. Hence the allocation algorithm can be sped up by restricting the range of A's to be searched. Last but not least, the garbage collector watches the cache size. As soon as a high watermark rate RH is exceeded, it starts (partially) removing images, based on the last optimal allocation computed. The allocation target rate Rc and the watermark rate RH are "tweak" parameters, which among others will depend on the system load.
Conclusion
We have introduced the concept of soft image caching and given optimal solutions in terms of classical rate allocation problems. With the increasing popularity of image formats such as progressive JPEG, soft caching seems a natural way to reduce delay and save bandwidth. The browsing will be even quicker thanks to the mere fact that a soft cache automagically delivers fast lowresolution previews. And the necessary protocol basics to fetch just a part of a file are already there, namely the range retrieval request defined in HTTP 1.1.
Our simulations show that for static access behavior significant gains with respect to hard caching are achievable. We are currently investigating the performance of a soft web cache to extend these findings to dynamic, nonstationary access patterns. Simulation and experimental results will be made available on our web sites [3] as they are generated.
